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Frux Home and Yard is helping students prepare for college away from home by providing highquality lanterns for dorm and small room decorating. The lanterns are a popular choice amongst
students as they are the perfect size for college dorm rooms and offer a remote control that allows the
user to turn the lights on and off, adjust the mode, and set a timer without having to reach the lights.
“Our lights are great because they can make even the smallest of rooms look cozy and feel
comforting. We understand that school can be a stressful time for some people, and having a nice
cozy area where you can relax is very important for your mental health. Our lights are subtle, easy to
put together and put up, and they have a warm light that helps for winding down.”
Customers who purchased these white lanterns have left glowing testimonials about the product. One
of Frux Home and Yards customers wrote an Amazon.com review about how she used her string
lights for decorating. “I love these lights! I used them to decorate my dorm room, and they look great.
They were very easy to assemble, so that was definitely not a problem. The material of the lanterns is
sturdy, and the light is a really nice color. I would purchase a similar product in the future!”
The mini nylon string lights come easy to assemble, with an instructional paper outlining how to put
them together. In just a few minutes the lights can be constructed and ready for decorating use. The
string lantern lights feature 24 long-lasting LEDs and white lanterns made from durable nylon. The
lights are also weather resistant and are perfect for outside and inside use as they feature a
protective polyurethane coating to protect them.
For small areas, the 16ft lights are a perfect size, but If users are finding the lights are not long
enough, they can extend them at both ends allowing for more reach. Although they are popular for
dorm rooms, customers have reported using the lights for decorating around pools, hot tubs, railings,
driveways, and more.
To purchase the string lights LED in white, readers can visit Amazon.com where they are available
now for $21.97 and in two color options. Free two-day shipping is also available to Prime members
and free shipping for non-members on purchases over $50.00.
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